November 22, 1969

NOTE TO SHEL'4M1 tEGy2z

Attached are some ccznaents on issues in the title IV new coanunities
regulations. These reflect points that I have had an opportunity
to discuss with Hubert end Nicoson, omitting editorial matters
and the like. You should note that the parts of the rezu1atirns
which are probably most important, have been the subject of very
little discussion. They largely reflect Ifleoson's input; I first
--theri
&V
a few days ago; and the time I have spent with him since
has principally been devoted simply to trying to understand his
thinking.
"'
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Issues Involved in Clearance of Title IV Regulations
For Federal Register Publication Under A
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Major Questions
The regu1rt1ons (p. 36) provide that where
1. Inclusion of Land at Value
the price he paid
the aflow4 value for raw land jvt in ,y the 4evelQp9r
restrict
disbursements
of
that
excess out of
fth1Cland
fiEiètryrmy
iisüre that it is "applied to further the purposes of the
the runis-z
Act
-fftEöI6ñbiliiñs that it 1 simply not prudent to permit a developer to
ii
lately take out his pfotit on the land and that to do so simply largely
defeats the provisions in the Act which requires the Secretary to establish
cost certification or other controls to assure that proceeds from the sole of
guaranteed obligations are expended pursuant to a program of land development.
Befl?W that even if it is customary to do this in other PEA programs, the
reasons for doing so seem dubious when applied to a program where so large,
if not the largest part, of the loan proceeds will be for land. Yeffenaan
believes it is necessary as a matter of practice to allow developers to draw
out thei3fleginntng. fl.coson would like to be told that he /
is requira to permit this.

exceeds

rt

2. Staging
The regulations do not provide for the staging of projects,
although there is legislative history which contemplates (or can be read to
contemplate) that larger projects will typically be staged. Nicoson believes
that it there are to be stages in a project, they would be in the order of
and he leans toward the upper figure, following particularly
the eñiple of the Jonathan proposal which contemplates a 20-year project is
two 10-year bites. He bases this upon the view that sufficient time must be
allowed to permit the creation of what is truly a new community and that this
will probably take 5 to 10 years at the minixn. letterman sees no inherent
problem with a 10-year stage but views the matter more in texts of the iuin
time required to develop end market enough land for housing to offset the costs
of central facilities put in at the beginning. It is probably possible to
develop some wording for the regulations that would satisfy both ways of locking
at the matter. But there may be nevertheless a major question on which a fun
eretanding in fact should be achieved. For to the extent there are stages,
the Government has acne convenient points for "bailing out" of a project that
to the extent the stages are
it considers no longer desirable or prudent;
relatively- short, the problems of forecasting economic trends, land nines and
adjustments
d6ri the future, exentcing continuing controls, and of
to reflect all the uxEnticatai changes in circtnstances, are less formidable.

aJ° years,

end

making

3. Cost Certification or Control Procedures The regulations, stating
the matter generally, contemplate a cost certification procedure that is limited
to assuring that the total amount of the guaranteed loan is applied to project

2
purposes; development coats could, for example, apparently be paid out of
borrowings at 100 percent in the early years of a project (or stage) to far
at least as the certification and advances system is concerned. By contrast,
tbefliA title X "(:
certification" system Is really a device for assuring
that the borrower does not Cat_ loan S4!J9 excess of what the foriiwla w9lj
Uterence in treata toutinuin !JiiiTI
but
is probably neverthein
the
ment is not without support
statutory lanraage,
less a major matter of policy to the extent that the procedure to be adopted
as the
is apt to be surprising to those mho view the lnnd (and
Government's basic security.

tall

mortgage)

k. Procedure for Issuance These regulations have not been placed in
the thought
clearance
any
(even Informal) within the
is that once they are acceptable to MD, the General Counsel and the Under tecretcry,
distributed or offered
they should be published for cant end simultaneously
foaJEI1áEyn-sn& tc,rrn*ftt within H1Th. The objective is to save time. Alternatively, a Depsitttflr'pflority c',ÜDI be placed upon an expeditious clearance
within the Department riot to publication far cr.ents by the out3ide; in the
end this might take little if any more time and avoid poaib1e tdsunderstandlncs.

Department; apparently,

Other

Caest ions

a. Appraisal
The regulations do not reflect, or at least reflect very
restrictions
on ivaluation of lend before development that
the,
clearly, all
on this point ray, however,
in
the
Senate
cnittee
report.
appear
very difficult.

Adjustments

The material on this appears technically defective,
b
Equal Opportunity
in that it apparently asetnes that there currently are Department-wide regulations under the Executive order on housing. There my also prove to be s
policy differences in this area, and in related areas of citizen participation,
social planning and the like, within the Depsrtnent.
The regulations, as currently written, would permit loan
c. Prior Costs
proceeds to be used for payment of actual costs of lath development contributing
to the project, even tboux these may have been incurred well before an applieslabeen continuing confusion in
tios or proposal ns,jecein& There £i'i
this area, and sons potentially significant differences in handling between
this program end title X of essentially similar problem.
The regulations contemplate
6. Architectural Controls and the lit.
considerable emphasis of the attnctiveneü' of a eunity, extending to
continuing architectural controls. This is not a legal matter but Teffernan
considers that it is a serious mistake to undertake the kind of superfor o
vision apparently contemplated.
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"

'fly" Requirements

in this area.

So6j

The regu1atios appear very general and weak
is probably in order.

The regulations do not seen very accurate))' to suggest the
S.
Government's security" under the guarantee err sna'exnents now being contemplated
rna in particular, appear to attach considerably greater friportance to &
the case.
mortgage as the Government's nocurity, than vould in fact be

contemplated,

Questions of how cash would be paid as
g. Related Matters
and the Goveranent's position in the event of an ear))' unanticicttM total
defaults or failure of Coagreas to enact legislation to permit Treasury
borrowing, etc., an of course not covered in these rezu.laticns (and need not
be). Presumably, there is an understanding as to just how, such thinzs vu
work.

